All of Baby Nose to Toes
By Victoria Adler

This is a fun book about naming body parts. Everyone in the family loves all the parts of this baby. Even the dog gets in the fun.

New words and sounds your baby might learn:
eyes, nose, ears, tummy, legs, toes, feet.

Before:
• Talk about your toddler’s body parts by naming and pointing to them.
• Look at the cover of the book, point to and label the nose, etc.
• Read the title of the book, share what the book is going to be about.

During:
• Paper pages are becoming increasingly appropriate for toddlers. Show your toddler how to turn the pages.
• As you read the story, have your baby point to the body parts in the book as you name them.
• Point to the pictures and describe what the baby is doing.
• When you read, “Who loves baby’s ____ (body part)?”, pause and touch your baby’s part and say, “I do.”
• Name the family member who is in the picture with the baby.

After:
• Continue to point out your baby’s body parts when you change her diaper and bathe her.
• Play a version of Simon says with family using the body parts. “Simon says touch your nose… stomp your feet.”, etc.

Try some of the ideas above. Continue to use your own imagination during book play, too. Have fun with the book and enjoy your time together.
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